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Abstract

The implementation of cognitive theory in multimedia development for deaf students (students with visual channels only) would be re-examined for its effectiveness. This study aimed to develop mathematics-learning multimedia based on cognitive theory for deaf students on "measurement". This development study adopted the 4D (define, design, develop, disseminate) study design. This study focused on determining the media feasibility based on expert validation, practicality trials, and effectiveness in the first year. The subjects of this study were 4 experts (content expert, learning design expert, media expert, and linguist), 2 teachers, and 7 students. The media feasibility data were collected with validation sheets, questionnaires, and tests. Furthermore, the data were analyzed using descriptive statistics. Based on the results, the feasibility level based on material experts, media experts, learning design experts, and linguists were 93.3%, 96.7%, 90%, and 93.3%, so it could be said that the developed multimedia met validity criteria. Based totally on the consequences, the multimedia practicality test for teachers and students were 95% and 93% respectively so that it could be said that multimedia met the practical criteria and the average percentage of student material mastery was 80.1% with passing grade of 71.4% so it could be said that multimedia met the effective criteria. Since the multimedia met the valid, practical, and effective criteria, it could be said that multimedia is feasible for learning.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Mathematics is one of the compulsory subjects for deaf students (DS). In general, mathematics learning for DS aims to equip students with the ability of concept comprehension, reasoning and communication, connection, and mathematical problem solving to support them in daily life, work, family, and society (Suarsana et al., 2021; Syafrudin & Sujarwo, 2019). Mathematics learning outcomes of DS are nonetheless low and far behind as compared to normal students. For normal students, mathematics is a subject that is considered difficult. For DS, the hassle will become even greater complicated due to hearing loss. Limitations to studying for DS encompass weak access to information, restrained conversation with instructors or different students, low mastering motivation, and sometimes frustration in expressing ideas or questions (Hasmayati, 2016; Rahmah, 2018; Suarsana, 2021).

Mathematics learning for DS certainly cannot be equated with normal students. Two things that need attention are the characteristics of DS and the characteristics of mathematics. DS is frequently known as visible learners due to the fact they soak up greater knowledge by way of seeing and experience limitations in receiving auditive information (Hutami et al., 2014; Malatista & Sediyono, 2010). The limited listening ability in deaf students is often followed by articulation difficulties that make it difficult to communicate. With a small vocabulary, the teacher must convey the teaching material clearly and consistently
Therefore, teaching materials should use simple language and be equipped with visual representations. Meanwhile, mathematics is learned with un-concrete ideas (Sabirin, 2014). Therefore, the illustration of the mathematics concept must also be performed simply and represent various and consistent visualizations. Visualization in mathematics learning can be performed with concrete objects, manipulative models, pictures, animations, videos, and computer simulations. With the advancement of information technology today, everything can be packaged as learning multimedia.

The use of multimedia as a learning medium is a current trend, even for students, multimedia has become the second learning preference after teachers (Salsidu et al., 2018). Some of the advantages of multimedia learning are (1) generating student motivation, (2) learning becomes more interesting and interactive, (3) being able to involve more senses, (4) more realistic learning, and (5) increasing student learning independence (Laksana, 2017; Tamami et al., 2020). Multimedia learning for DS is still rare, especially for mathematics. One of the bases in developing multimedia learning is cognitive theory. The basis used in developing multimedia is the cognitive theory which has been empirically proven to be effectively applied in normal student learning, namely students with audio and visual information channels.

However, the implementation of cognitive theory in multimedia development for deaf students (students with visual channels only) would be re-examined for its effectiveness. Several multimedia studies for DS, namely (Putri et al., 2020) developed sign language learning multimedia, (Effendi et al., 2016) developed learning multimedia about breathing for SDLB, (Pariyatin & Ashari, 2014) developed VII-grade civic studies learning multimedia, and (Yuliana & Supraptono, 2016) developed Indonesian language learning multimedia. For mathematics learning, multimedia for DS is still very limited such as developed VII-grade mathematics learning multimedia, developed IV-grade mathematics learning multimedia (Beni et al., 2017; Putra et al., 2020; Salim, 2016; Suarcita et al., 2020; Suarsana et al., 2018; Sumalasia et al., 2020).

In those studies, the influence of cognitive theory has not been clearly stated, even though in developing multimedia. Because of that, several principles need to be studied in depth according to the special needs of DS. Therefore, in developing interactive multimedia, the presence of text or speaker images needs to appear on the screen, which of course is not in line with the two principles above. Through this study, the implementation of cognitive theory would be revealed empirically. The novelty of this study lies in the improvement of cognitive theory in learning multimedia applied to DS. Thus, the problem state is the feasibility of mathematics learning multimedia based on cognitive theory for deaf students in terms of validity, practicality, and effectiveness.

2. METHODS

This study adopted 4-D (define, design, develop, and disseminate) (Laili et al., 2019; Weriyanti et al., 2020). In the define stage, the identification of problems in the field was carried out related to mathematics learning for deaf students, namely (1) the mathematics learning achievement of students was still low, especially in "measurement". Students had difficulties in recognizing, comparing, and taking measurements related to length. Students were still constrained in the prerequisite material related to decimal fractions. (2) Learning media is still minimal so that the teachers dominate learning with the lecture method using total communication, which often makes teachers and students tired quickly. At this stage, the analysis was carried out also on the characteristics of deaf students, namely (1) visual learners, (2) limited language skills, (3) sensitive, and (4) low intelligence development.
In the design stage, the multimedia design considers the characteristics of the material, the principles of cognitive theory, as well as interactivity by compiling a storyboard before it is compiled into an initial multimedia draft or prototype 1. The multimedia material developed was "measurement" material for VIII-grade. The characteristics of the multimedia design are (1) the presentation of material based on learning videos equipped with sign language, (2) the implementation of Mayer's cognitive theory, (3) hierarchical material order, (4) interactive, and (5) equipped with formative tests with direct feedback. To implement the prototype of multimedia, several applications such as Powtoon and Adobe Premiere Pro were used for creating the animation and editing of learning videos, as well as Articulate Storyline for authoring tools as interactive multimedia applications.

The development stage aimed to produce a final multimedia prototype by conducting a draft feasibility test and improvement. The expert validity test involved four people, namely material experts, media experts, learning design experts, and linguists. The user feasibility test was conducted by 2 teachers and 7 students at SLB Negeri 1 Klungkung. The dissemination stage is performed by conducting extensive testing of the multimedia prototype, revising, and disseminating the final product so it could be established through users. However, this study is restricted to the development stage. There were three main data related to the multimedia feasibility namely validation, practicality, and effectiveness. Each of them was collected with validation sheets, questionnaires, and tests. Corrective inputs from experts and users in the form of qualitative data were directly used to improve multimedia, while quantitative data were analysed with descriptive statistics and converted into Table 1 and Table 2. Multimedia was categorized as valid if the mean score was greater than 78.7, categorized as practical if the mean score was greater than 68, and categorized as effective if the mean test score was at least 72 with a classical passing grade greater than 70%.

### Table 1. Validity Criteria (Suarsana et al., 2018)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interval</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$78.7 \leq \bar{S} \leq 100$</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$56 \leq \bar{S} &lt; 78.7$</td>
<td>Fairly Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$33.3 \leq \bar{S} &lt; 56$</td>
<td>Invalid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Practicality Criteria (Kharisma & Asman, 2018)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interval</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$85 \leq \bar{S} \leq 100$</td>
<td>Very High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$68 \leq \bar{S} &lt; 84$</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$52 \leq \bar{S} &lt; 68$</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$36 \leq \bar{S} &lt; 52$</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$20 \leq \bar{S} &lt; 36$</td>
<td>Very Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

**Results**

This multimedia consists of 5 main menus, namely learning objectives, materials, simulations, exercises, and evaluations. When the multimedia is run it will be taken to the front page preceded by the intro. After pressing the START button, the user is directed to the main menu page with 5 menu options, namely the “Competency”, “Material”, “Simulation”, “Training”, and “Evaluation” buttons. The “Competency” menu page will display the basic competencies and learning objectives within the scope of this multimedia. The
"MATERIAL" menu page contains 3 sub-menus, namely an introduction page to prepare users to enter the core material, a learning video page which in its production pays great attention to Mayer's cognitive theory equipped with sign language, and a summary page to display the material summary.
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**Figure 1.** Learning Material Menu Preview

This multimedia is also equipped with a “simulation” menu so that students can take measurements of length and weight virtually. Students can manipulate the media by comparing a quantity (length or weight) with their respective measuring tools such as rulers and virtual scales. There is also an "Exercise and Evaluation" menu to measure the mastery level. The response given to answers in working on questions is direct and immediate.

There are 3 criteria set so that the multimedia developed is said to be feasible, namely valid, practical, and effective according to the following Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Validity</th>
<th>Score/Category</th>
<th>Practicality</th>
<th>Score/Category</th>
<th>Effectiveness</th>
<th>Score/Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Material</td>
<td>93.3 (Valid)</td>
<td>1. Teachers</td>
<td>95 (Practice)</td>
<td>1. Average Score</td>
<td>80.1 Effective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Media</td>
<td>96.7 (Valid)</td>
<td>2. Students</td>
<td>93 (Practice)</td>
<td>2. Passing Grade (%)</td>
<td>71.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Learning Design</td>
<td>90 (Valid)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Language</td>
<td>93.3 (Valid)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The assessment results of learning multimedia materials obtained a score of 93.3 so that it is considered valid. The assessment results of learning media obtained a score of 96.7 so that it is considered valid. The results of the learning design assessment obtained a score of 90 so that it is considered valid. The language assessment results on multimedia obtained a score of 93.3 so that it is considered valid. It can be concluded that the developed multimedia is suitable to be implemented in the learning process.

**Discussion**

The multimedia described in the results was a revised draft based on expert and user input. The main inputs from material experts were (1) the level of complexity of the material and questions to be lowered considering that deaf students sometimes still have problems with basic arithmetic operations, (2) the material context should be close to daily life, and (3) visualization should not be excessive and consistent to avoid confusion. Apart from language barriers, understanding concepts and arithmetic skills were still the main problems in learning mathematics for deaf students (Fauyan, 2019; Lee & Osman, 2012). The selection of contexts related to daily life is very relevant to a study that presenting a real-world context...
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through a realistic mathematical approach that could improve the mathematics learning achievement of deaf students (Kowiyah et al., 2019; Setiyani et al., 2020).

The inputs from media experts were mainly related to the implementation of cognitive theory including (1) text, images, sound, video to make it more simple and interesting, (2) sign language narration with animation or video so that it could appear simultaneously, (3) pointing to the important material or objects, (4) segmenting the material per learning indicator, (5) long or complex presentations should not be presented with text but demonstrated in sign language accompanied with a picture or video illustrations. In developing multimedia for normal students (students with two channels of information, namely audio and visual), the foundation used is generally Mayer's cognitive theory (Jabar & Ahmad, 2018; Khamparia & Pandey, 2017; Komalasari & Rahmat, 2019). The implementation of cognitive theory in developing multimedia for deaf students (students with one channel, namely visual) in the form of learning videos with animation content, images, texts, sign language translators have been proven to make it less complicated for students to understand the content (Hidayat et al., 2017; Indah Septiani et al., 2020; Primamukti & Farozin, 2018).

The inputs from the learning design expert were (1) the material must be in order, (2) the presentation should be in order from top to bottom, not sideways or crosswise, (3) learning objectives and summaries must be included, (4) learning instructions must be completed. Regarding the language aspect, the inputs from linguists were (1) use simple sentences and avoid compound sentences, (2) use vocabulary consistently to propose the same object, and (3) sign language display need to be enlarged to make it clear for the students. Feedbacks from teachers were (1) enlarge the multimedia display or full screen, (2) use an easy-to-read printed typeface, (3) practice questions should be arranged from low to high difficulty, while feedback from students can be observed from their enthusiasm in trying media where deaf students are very interested in learning videos and virtual measuring activities provided on the simulation menu. The main obstacles in deaf student learning are language and communication skills (Hasmayati, 2016; Hutami et al., 2014; Rahmah, 2018; Winarsih, 2013). Therefore, the multimedia delivery language should be made as simple as possible by avoiding idioms (bin Abdul Samat & Abdul Aziz, 2020; Liang et al., 2011).

The results of the quantitative feasibility assessment are listed in Table 3. Based on expert assessment scores, user response scores, and test scores, the multimedia developed was in the FEASIBLE category because it met the valid, practical, and effective criteria. The four experts (material experts, media experts, learning design experts, and linguists) gave a score of more than 78.1% that means the multimedia met validity criteria. This is in line with a study about the use of multimedia in learning mathematics for deaf students that make it less complicated for students to reach the material and increase learning motivation (Beni et al., 2017; Putra et al., 2020; Suarcita et al., 2020; Suarsana, 2021; Suarsana et al., 2018; Sumalasia et al., 2020). Evaluation of multimedia effectiveness was measured using a test involving a small group of 7 people with an average score of 80.1 with a passing grade of 71.4%. The results of this limited trial served as initial information indicating that multimedia developed in addition to being able to motivate students to learn can also help students to make it easier to reach the learning goal. This can be seen from the average score of 72. With these results, it can be said that the multimedia met the effectiveness criteria. The implementation of multimedia in learning for deaf students is effective in enhancing student learning achievement (Majid et al., 2012; Suarsana et al., 2019).

Thus, this study successfully developed a mathematics learning multimedia prototype for deaf students on "measurement" material with a feasible category. Experts and users agreed that multimedia can be used to support mathematics learning for deaf students. This is certainly a solution to the limitations of multimedia mathematics learning for currently
available deaf students, which is of course very much needed, especially in distance learning during the COVID-19 pandemic (Margarita et al., 2018; Marnita & Ernawati, 2017; Riyanto & Gunarhadi, 2017). This multimedia can be regarded as an improvement in mathematics learning multimedia for deaf students (Beni et al., 2017; Suarsana et al., 2018). Which could only be run with Windows/Mac/Linux OS, so it means that the multimedia could also be run on Android or iOS. The developed multimedia is very concerned about the application of Mayer's cognitive theory. The next stage is a large trial involving a wider range of subjects that requires to be carried out immediately to obtain proof that the use of multimedia can improve the mathematics learning achievement of deaf students. The limitation of this study is that wide-field experiments have not been carried out to test the effectiveness of multimedia in improving student learning outcomes. Other researchers are recommended to conduct more in-depth experimental research in investigating the effect of applying the principles of cognitive theory on deaf students, especially about the redundancy principle and the image principle.

4. CONCLUSION

Multimedia learning mathematics for deaf students based on cognitive theory met valid, practical, and effective criteria. In its development, this multimedia pays great attention to Mayer's cognitive theory so that the cognitive load is not excessive and in line with the characteristics of deaf students.
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